Specialty Lift Adapters
FOR 2019, 2020, and 2021
Chevrolet Silverado 1500 and GMC Sierra Truck Models

Silicon Saddle Adapters

Fits directly over existing lift adapters!
Available for any lift make or model.
No need to remove adapters before working on these wide-frame trucks.
Ask for the Silicon Saddle Adapters / GMT-SS Style Adapters!

As Chevy 1500 Silverados and GMC Sierras come out of warranty they will start to appear for service at independent repair shops everywhere. These shops will need an economic solution for their existing lifting equipment to properly engage the frame lifting points. This prevents potential frame damage or experiencing of any other lifting issues. Silicon Saddle adapters fit this need and easily slide right on to the existing lift adapters for ultimate ease and convenience.

Many independent shops own a selection of different lift makes and models. One shop for example may have a PMW, a Challenger, a Benwil and an even older Globe AFF-7071. Each of these lifts will need to be able to properly accommodate a 2019 and up Chevy 1500 Silverado or GMC Sierra. As always, SVI has made a huge effort to see that Silicon Saddle style adapters are available for virtually every make and model of lift so these trucks can be serviced in stride.

Available in sets of four, as well as individually, the Silicon Saddle front adapter versions are slightly lower than their rear counterparts so the two-tiered frame is engaged allowing the trucks to be correctly lifted in their level position. Each Silicon Saddle adapter is designed to industry standards and applicable safety factors to provide users with absolute SVI assurance. Even better yet, like most SVI products, Silicon Saddle adapters are made in the USA. SVI is your Answer!
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Meeting the Demanding Needs of the Automotive Lift Industry Since 1977

SVI Excels in Specialty Lifting Solutions
On-going SVI engineering and production activities are occurring to provide lifting adapters for many makes and models of lifts so the new 2019, 2020, and 2021 GM Trucks can be correctly accommodated on virtually any lift. SVI employs a professional staff of engineers who are well-suited to design products to satisfy the requirements and internal self testing is also routinely performed, where applicable.
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